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Summer is an incredible time 
for Volkswagen, despite the bad 
weather this year I tried however 
to experience a maximum of VW 
pleasure… Some rides with one 
of my favorites (read Volkswagen) 
have made me enjoy again and 
proved without any trouble that 
I’m in fact a real Volkswagen 
man, or as Filip, my Polish Vw 
fellow, always says: “Bob, we are 
Wagenvolks, they are different!” 
It is a fact that you get easily a 
special feeling when driving a 
meager 25 of 30 H.P., even more 
when you rush over the roads 
with a strong tuned VW… it is 
also good to test the spare parts, 
or simply to stay up to date with 
the latest trends… A meeting 

where trends certainly won’t be 
lacking is the French Super VW 
national. A perfect barometer to 
see what people really want at 
this moment for their cars! The 
latest edition hasn’t been different, 
a new location much nearer gave 
an unequalled spectacle of pure 
Volkswagen pleasure. I can’t 
almostly wait to attend the next 
great meeting, I hope I will see you 
all on one famous or less famous 
meeting during the summer.  As 
usual we will this year move our 
car showroom to a Formule One 
box in Spa Francorchamps… 
perhaps we shall meet there? You 
mustn’t fail to visit us in the “BBT 
box”, I will take care personnally 
that there will be something fresh 

to drink!  Till then, or if we don’t 
see or hear one another before, till 
the end of September with the next 
newsletter.

Changes in prices: due to the 
incredible strong price-increases 
of the oil as well as the steel, there 
are many fluctuations which made 

stagger our purchase prices, 
traditionally we try to restrict 
fluctuations in prices, therefore 
kindly apologize us if some articles 
have become more expensive.

Bob
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NEW PRODUCTS

# 0100-2 Fender mounting kit
This mounting kit consists of 11 bolts, 1 rubber ring, 1 nut, 2 washers, 10 spring washers. So it is good for the 
assembly of 1 fender. The bolts have a special head which is necessary for the assembly of a fender. Sold by piece 
for 1 fender. Stock already available.

# 0462-5 Mirror left Type I, ‘68 > (German quality)
# 0463-5 Mirror right Type I, ‘68 > (German quality) 
These mirrors are for Beetles from 1968 and later. They are from excellent quality and they are like 
original. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0349-1 Front vent wing frame felt T1 ‘65-/original
These frames are the felt window conductors which are mounted in the 
ventwing and they are for Type 1 1965 and later. They are of original quality. 
Sold by pair. Stock already available.

# 0409-8 Clips front hood seal 1303
This clip is to keep the front hood seal of a 1303 (BBT # 0705-6) in place, you need 6 
clips to assemble this seal. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0657-9 Steering lock for Mexico Beetle
This steering lock has been presented to us and we believe that in the short run it 
will become a very good product. It’s the aluminium part where the contact lock has 
been assembled in and where the steering shaft goes through, which turns then on 
the bearing in the lock. Sold by piece. Stock already available.
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Jailbars for Type II deluxe
Following Gunter’s idea to supply also barndoor jailbar sets, we started a great search 
after this product. Unfortunately we didn’t find anything on the market that could answer 
to our demands. Therefore we gave ourselves instructions to start the production of 
complete jailbar sets for barndoors.  These jailbars fit perfectly and they are of Belgian 
origine, up to OEM standards, mounting pieces needed are of OEM German origin.

Kits include all parts, bars & screws for a complete bus as per underneath  
specifications.
We can supply as from now following kits:

0564-30 barndoor bus (> 1954)
kit includes all jailbars, 4 end pieces, 8 middle pieces, 24 screws & 4 
connecting pieces that will connect corner jailbars with the middle bars, 
so it all looks to be the correct one piece bar needed for barndoor!

0564-31 23window bus (1955-1963)
kit includes all jailbars, 12end pieces, 4 middle pieces, 32 screws

0564-32 21window bus (1964-1967)
kit includes all jailbars, 12end pieces, 1 centre piece rear jailbar, 27 screws

0564-33 rear window only 21window bus (1964-1967), 
baywindow bus (1968-1979)
kit includes two jailbars, 4end pieces, 1 centre piece rear jailbar, 11 screws

0564-34 side window only splitscreen bus > 1967
Sold separately for each side window, so now 11window, 13window & 15window 
busses can easily mount jailbars on their bus. Kit includes two jailbars, 4end 
pieces, 8 screws.

0564-35 baywindow bus (1968-1979)
kit includes all jailbars, 4end pieces, 4end pieces 45° 
left, 4end pieces 45° right,1 centre piece rear jailbar, 
27 screws

0564-40 seatbar all years (barndoor >1979)
kit includes seat bar, 2end pieces, 1 centre piece seatbar + fixing screw, 2 side piece seatbar, 6 screws

# 0748-1 License plate light seal ‘53-’58/Top quality
# 0749-1 License plate light seal ‘59-’63 /Top quality
These seals have the perfect fit for the license plate light of 53-58 and 59-63. The 
quality of the seal is also much better than the usual 0748 and 0749. Due to the great 
difference in quality we have taken them also in our assortment. Sold by piece. Stock 
already available.

# 0876-6 Napoleonhat on chassis 1302 and 1303
For a long time we were in search of this product and now we have it in our assortment. 
This napoleonhat has the exact fit for the 1302 and 1303 beetles only and so as from now 
we don’t adapt those from 12/1300 in order to obtain a decent spare part. The small tubes 
are also delivered with this napoleonhat in order to assemble the master cylinder. Sold per 
piece. Already some in stock.

# 1230-1 Set Brake shoes Type I - Front ‘65 > and rear ‘68 > ATE
As a result of the increasing demand after original quality, BBT has decided to take also the most current sets of 
brake shoes in ATE quality into the assortment. Sold per set of 4 brake shoes. Stock already available.

0749-10748-1
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# 1349-5 Adjuster front end Type I
This adjuster set must be welded on your front end, so that you get the same system as with a puma front end. 
This set contains 2 large coggings, 2 small coggings and 2 bolts and nuts. By assembling this set you get out 
6 to 8cm lower. Sold per set for 1 car.

# 1624-4 Cam gear Type I - aluminium (Top quality)
These gears are the perfect gears for your special camshafts. Due to the increasing demand for perfect 
quality we have decided to take them also into our assortment! Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 1637 Billet lifters Type I (per 8 pieces)
# 1637-1 Billet lifters Type IV (per 8 pieces)
These Billet lifters are manufactured specially for the use with the Billet 
WEBCAM cam shafts. Due to their special hardness you can’t use any 
other kind of lifters then the Billet lifters. So as from now you MUST use 
these lifters for each cam shaft from WEBCAM in order to avoid eventual 
guarantee cases. If these lifters have not been used, there can NEVER 
be any question of guarantee. Sold per set for 1 engine. Stock already 
available. 

1637

1637-1

# 1920-2 Generator pulley 12V - Top quality
After a long search for better generator pulleys we have chosen for those pulleys which we have taken now in 
our assortment. The original were no realistic proposition due to the expensive purchase price. These pulleys are 
nicely painted in black and they have the original look. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

NO LONGER AVAILABLE
# 0562, # 0703, # 1685, # 2110-1, # 2110-2, # 0514-55, # 4021

# 2090-03 Tachometer adapter
With the ignition systems # 2090-01 and # 2090-02 there is a special entry to 
connect a tachometer adapter. This is now the adapter which you will need to 
connect a tachometer. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 7044-1 Door catch convertible ‘58-’79 (2)
These plates from chrome catch the door of a beetle or a KG convertible and keep it in the center. We had 
already the seals (# 7044) and now we have also the important plates where the seals will be get in. Sold 
per 2, good for 1 car. Stock already available.

CHANGE OF NUMBERS
BBT 0891-76 is now 0891-760
BBT 0891-77 is now 0891-770
BBT 0891-99 is now 0891-990

# 0527 ANTI-THEFT ON SHIFTER
We bought the last stocks from the factory. They are no longer manufactured. The price is considerable more 
expensive, because some small series of parts had to be manufactured specially. # 0527
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0026 -
0104 +
0105 +
0110 +
0111 +
0112 +
0113 +
0114 +
0115 +
0130 +
0140 +
0150 +
0170 +
0170-1 +
0467 -
0467-2 +
0487-01 +
0493-1 +
0494-2 +
0507 +
0515-2 +
0527 +
0563 -
0605 -
0611-2 +
0612-10 +
0620 -
0621 -
0622-05 +
0622-06 +
0622-07 +
0622-1 -
0623-1 -
0624 -
0625 -
0654-05 +
0659-2 -
0665 +

0698 -
0730 -
0731 -
0732 -
0733 -
0800 +
0801 +
0811 +
0812 +
0828 +
0837 +
0838 +
0839 +
0840 +
0841 +
0842 +
0843 +
0844 +
0845 +
0846 +
0847 -
0848 +
0848-1 +
0849 +
0849-1 +
0854-2 +
0854-8 +
0855-2 +
0855-8 +
0857-1 -
0857-3 -
0857-6 +
0875 +
0889-02 +
0889-03 +
0890-08 +
0890-09 +
0890-12 -

0890-13 -
0890-14 -
0890-15 -
0890-16 +
0890-17 +
0890-18 +
0890-19 -
0890-20 -
0890-21 +
0890-22 +
0890-24 -
0890-26 -
0890-27 -
0890-28 +
0890-29 +
0890-30 +
0890-39 -
0890-40 +
0890-41A +
0890-41V +
0890-44 +
0890-45 +
0890-46 +
0890-47 +
0890-48 -
0890-49 -
0890-50 -
0890-51 -
0890-53 -
0890-54 +
0890-55 +
0890-56 +
0890-57 +
0890-59 +
0890-64 -
0890-65 -
0890-66 -
0890-68 +

0890-70L -
0890-70R -
0890-72 +
0890-73 +
0891-050 +
0891-051 +
0891-052 +
0891-053 +
0891-100 +
0891-101 +
0891-102 +
0891-103 +
0891-122 -
0891-123 -
0891-140 -
0891-141 -
0891-170 +
0891-180 +
0891-190 +
0891-200 +
0891-210 -
0891-220 -
0891-230 -
0891-280 +
0891-290 +
0891-291 +
0891-292 +
0891-293 +
0891-300 -
0891-301 -
0891-320 +
0891-321 +
0891-340 +
0891-341 +
0891-360 +
0891-361 +
0891-380 +
0891-410 +

0891-430 +
0891-460 -
0891-461 -
0891-470 +
0891-471 +
0891-480 +
0891-481 +
0891-500 -
0891-501 -
0891-520 +
0891-521 +
0891-530 +
0891-531 +
0891-540 -
0891-541 -
0891-560 +
0891-561 +
0891-562 +
0891-563 +
0891-564 +
0891-565 +
0891-580 +
0891-590 +
0891-591 +
0891-600 +
0891-610 -
0891-611 -
0891-620 +
0891-621 +
0891-630 +
0891-631 +
0891-640 -
0891-641 -
0891-660 -
0891-661 -
0891-640 +
0891-681 +
0891-720 +

0891-721 +
0900 +
0900-03 -
0910-01 +
0913 -
1000-01 +
1020 +
1030-1 -
1080 +
1080-1 -
1081 +
1081-1 -
1088 +
1094 -
1200-3 +
1203-1 +
1213-10 +
1213-11 -
1228-1 +
1231 -
1235 -
1237-1 -
1238-2 +
1249-5 +
1257-20 -
1280 +
1281 +
1286-1 +
1297 +
1302 +
1333 +
1335-1 +
1335-2 -
1335-3 -
1335-7 +
1338-1 +
1368-1 -
1385 +

1386 +
1396-1 +
1396-5 -
1396-6 -
1412 -
1413 +
1414 -
1456 -
1520 +
1633 -
1634 -
1731-1 -
1775 -
1776 -
1778 +
1800 +
1823 -
1856 -
1951-1 -
2000-11 -
2000-15 -
2000-16 -
2181-0 +
2190-0 +
2191-0 +
2192-0 +
2197-01 +
2197-02 +
2197-03 +
2197-04 +
2197-05 +
2411 +
7460 +
7045 +
7163 +

8500 +
8501 +
8980 -
8981 +
8998 +
8999 +
9000 -
9001 +
9020-... +
9025-... +
9100-0.. +
9100-1. +
9100-2. +
9100-3. +
9100-4. +
9100-5. +
9100-6. +
9100-7. +
9100-8. +
9200-2. +
9200-3. +
9200-4. +
9200-5. +
9200-6. +
9200-7. +
9200-8. +
9331 +
9520 -
9521 -
9522 -
9560 +
9568 +
9575 +
9851 +

CHANGES PRICELIST 

RISEN + 
DECLINED -


